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Author's response to reviews: see over
Please find attached our revised manuscript titled “A Community Based Participatory Approach to Improving Health in a Hispanic Population”. Thank you very much for the comments received from you and your editorial team. We have made changes to satisfy all the comments and feel that the manuscript has again been clarified by your suggestions. Each comment is individually addressed below:

Can I suggest it might be simplest to write ?design? as follows?
?Design: This project is designed as CBPR.? I think that it might otherwise be slightly confusing to say that the design is the utilisation of the CBPR process itself.

We have changed this exactly as suggested in the abstract.

There are still three further mentions of effectiveness in the abstract. Again, we probably need to modify these terms in such as way that readers to do confuse ?effectiveness? with other (critical) features. For example, I wonder if terms such as ?relevance? or ?acceptability? or ?utility? or ?feasibility? might encompass what you are seeking to capture.

?Effectiveness of the study will be measured using indicators developed by the participants as well as geospatial modeling... On completion, this study will (1) determine the effectiveness of the CBPR process to design interventions; (2) demonstrate the effectiveness of geographic models to monitor CBPR derived interventions...?

We have changed effectiveness mostly to feasibility throughout the manuscript.

Please also highlight (with 'tracked changes'/coloured/underlines/highlighted text) all changes made when revising the manuscript to make it easier for the Editors to give you a prompt decision on your manuscript.

We used track changes in the manuscript to show our corrections and additions. We are very happy to continue to revise any part of the manuscript and apologize for any inadvertent formatting or other errors that may remain.

We sincerely thank you and your editorial team for this opportunity to publish in Implementation Science.

Sincerely,
Hazel Tapp

phone:  704/304-7120
Address: Department of Family Medicine, Mercy Medical Plaza,
        2001 Vail Avenue, Charlotte, NC  28207
e-mail: Hazel.tapp@carolinashealthcare.org